NAS Status Information Subgroup

Subject:		Airport AOCNet Information

To:		Member of the NAS Status Information Subgroup

From:		Gary R. Church, Aviation Management Associates, Inc. (Charlotte/Douglas International Airport)

1. Name of Item:

	Local Notams, Distant Notams, Field Condition Reports, Surface Guidance Control and Movement (SMCG) Implementation Notices

2. Description of Item:

	Notams is an acronym for Notices to Airmen. This information is information complied from a variety of sources and disseminated by the FAA to pilots to provide the status and equipment and components of the national airspace system which may affect aviation safety.

	Field condition reports are collected and disseminated locally by the airport operator. This information has proven valuable to airport residents in describing the status and condition or runways, taxiways, and ramp areas which may affect the movement of aircraft on the airfield.

	Surface Movement Guidance and Control procedures are required by the FAA when airport visibility falls below 1200 feet Runway Visual Range (RVR). These notices must be provided to each airfield aircraft operator as required by FAA.

3. Benefits:
	
Who would use this data?

	Anyone who is involved in the operation of the national airspace system is a potential user of Notams and Field Condition 	information. This includes pilots, controllers, dispatchers, air traffic control managers, etc.	
	
To what use or uses would this data be put?

	This information is necessary to safely manage national airspace system resources. 
	
What would be the benefits in terms of safety and efficiency?

	Timely and accurate delivery of this information is critical to flight safety.

4. Source of Data:

What could provide this data? Is there more than one source of the data?

	Airport can provide Notams and Field Condition information pursuant to the status of their airport and its components, including runway, taxiway, lighting, and airport owned and operated navigation and landing aids. Airports are the primary and often sole initiator of this information.

Is there a system that already contains the data, or is such a system planned?

	There is currently NO automated interface from an airport operator into the national airspace systems which permits timely and accurate entry of airport status information into the FAA Notams System for dissemination to FAA and aircraft operators. Currently a variety of methods are used including telephone calls and faxes to local or remote FAA Flight Services Stations for data entry. Further, there is no automated confirmation that Notams have been accurately entered by FAA personnel in a timely fashion into the Notams system, or if affected users have received those Notams.

	Field Condition Reports suffer even greater dissemination challenges than Notams since Field Condition Reports are not officially recognized as Notamable information according to past FAA practices. These policy and practices hearken from a time of very limited communication capabilities when 100 work per minute teletype circuits were the backbone of the weather and Notam distribution system. Even now Field Condition Reports are only disseminated locally by telephone, fax, or electrowriter to resident aircraft operators and air traffic tower control personnel.

5. Nature of Data:

How much data is involved?

	Of the approximately 800 commercial service airports in the US there is probably an average of one Notams or Field Condition message per day per airport consisting of less than 1K bytes of data Ð a daily total of less than 1M of data. Of course regional conditions, such as snow, will result in an increased hourly and daily data load. However, under no circumstances are the amount of data relevant in size or impact to current high bandwidth communication capabilities.

How frequently is data updated?

	Most frequent update is estimated from hourly to daily at irregular intervals.

How reliably will the data be provided?

	Data is critical to flight safety. It will be entered as required.

How accurate will the data be?

	As accurate as possible.

6. What Must be Done to Get this Data on AOCNet:

To what current or planned system must AOCNet be interfaced?
	
	There is no current system which provides a data interface directly from airports. 
		This capability must be provided by the AOCNet.
			
What manual data entry would be needed?
	
	Currently this information is maintained locally in various forms. The current data providers would realize some saving by 	having a single system to enter all data items in a uniform format
			
What other actions would be necessary to get this data on the AOCNet?
	
	Communication interface and supporting software and hardware capability.

When could this data be available digitally so it could be placed on AOCNet?
	
	Yes.

7. Other Issues

	FAA Flight Standards must be involved in the creation of any system to distribute this data. The Regulatory and safety issues involved will require review and approval by FAA Flight Standards of any proposed system.

